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An example illustrating the possibilities of renewal 
theory and waiting-time theory for Marl<ov-dependent 
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In wait ing-t i111e tl1e o ry so fa 11 one 11.a s cons ic1 c reci a l1r1.o::.:, .Jc exc l 11s :L ve -
ly independent arrival-intervals. It is not hard to find a reason: the 
difficulty of the probJ_em. Still, one would like to have at least some 
idea of the influence of dependence 8n known results. In his tl1esis 
-
the author obtained a number of theorems, both of a theore·tical and 
a more practical nature, concerning Markov-dependent arrival-inter-
vals or renewal-intervals and the corresponding waiting-time theory. 
In this paper just one reasonably simple and hence rather attractive 
example is considered, from which it will be seen that j_t is indeed 
possible to vJor le \:Ji th d e1Je11d en t ,,a 1~ j~a b le s and to o l) ta ir1 even the 11 
practically useful formulae. 
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